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ABSTRACT

A semielasscal theory of the effect of a crossed electric, E, and

magnetic, H, fields in the phonon-assisted one- and two-photon transitions

is present. The approach we follow treats the electric field as a small

perturbation in the presence of a magnetic field. The 'behaviour is

essentially of magnetic field type. The effect of the electric field is to

reduce the indirect gap, the Landau levels spacing and to destroy the Landau

selection rules. One- and two-photon absorption coefficients have the same

energetic behaviour. A numerical application to Gap gives the limiting

value of E/H valid in this approach.
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The theoretical problem of interband optical absorption in crossed
fields was initially considered by Aronov (1963). Using the effective mass

approximation for simple parabolic bunds, he predicted that the presence of

the transverse electric field would enable normally forbidden (i.e. in ^ 0)

interband transitions between Landau levels, n, to occur. This was

experimentally verified in Ge (Vrehen and La* I96U; Vrehen 1966). He also

predicted that the cross fields should shift the transitions to lower photon

energies by an amount j(m* + m*)c E /H . Such transitions which had been

shifted to energies below the band gap were observed in both the absorption

spectra {Vrehen 1965) and in Voight effect measurements (Vrehen, Zavadzki

and Reine 1967).

It is also shown that (Zak and Zawadiki 1966) for low values of E/K

and by using a method due to Luttinger and Kohn (1955) magnetic type transitions

occur, while for a high E/H ratio a procedure due to Kane (1957) has been

developed (Praddaude 1965; Zawadski and Lex 1967) which gives a continuous

solution of the eigenvalue problem.

Twn-photon dirrct ahsorj-* ! on in crossed electric and magnetic fields

has been studird !jy ':«< u. and Moussa (1977). In their investigation, the

energies and wave functions obtained (Zavadzki 1973) by solving the

Sehrodinger equation for the envelope functions of the conduction and valence

electrons in crossed fields and small E/H ratio has "been adopted. The general

expression of the direct two-photon absorption coefficient is calculated by

means of a time-dependent perturbation theory through a three-band model.

Application for the case ZnS showed that for E ,$ 10 V/cm and H V 100 KG, the

general behaviour of the electronic transitions is of magnetic type, i.e.

through the Landau levels of the valence, conduction and Intermediate bands.

The effect of the electric field is to destroy the selection rule of the

Landau magnetic quantum number due to the shift of the centre of cyclotron

motion. As E/H increases, the Landau levels get closer to each other and the

absorption starts at lower energies. At E ^ 6 > 10 V/cm, the electric

field is strong enough to destroy the magnetic quantization and the transitions

become of electric type with Airy function behaviour.

The purpose of the present paper is to develop a semlclaeslcal theory

of phonon-assisted electronic transitions in crossed electric and magnetic

fields. One- and two-photon absorption In semiconductors are considered.

The electric field has been treated as small perturbation, i.e. small E/H in

the presence of the magnetic field of different strengths. The behaviour of
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the absorption coefficients are essentially of magnetic type, i.e. nave step

functions corresponding to transitions between the Landau levels in the

different bands considered, as in the case of zero electric field (Hassan

1976a). The effect of the electric field is to reduce the indirect energy

gap by the amount -Am + m")c E /H , as in the case of direct transitions.

The electric field has the effect of destroying the Landau selection rules.

The effect of temperature is to split each step function into two steps which

appear at the absorption and emission of phonons. A numerical application

to the case of GaP gives the limiting values of E/H in each case.

II. GENERAL FORMULATIONS

1. Perturbation Hamiltonian

In order to study the problem of indirect electronic transitions in

a magnetic field in the z direction, Ĥ  = (0,0,HJ and a transverse electric

field in the y direction, Ê  = (0,E,0) one has to solve the Schrodinger

equation

with

where

(1)

'£)

(3)

i s the unperturbed part of the Hamiltonian, v(r_) is a periodic potential of

the l a t t i c e , Â  = [-Hy,0,0] is the vector potential of the magnetic f ie ld .

The perturbed part or the interaction Hamiltonian for the one-photon

absorption (OPA) is
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where P_ = £ + — A_' is the generalized momentum in the magnetic field, A_ is

the vector potential of the electromagnetic wave and £ is the electron-phonon

interaction.

For the case of two-photon absorption, (TPA), we have

where A_ and correspond to the photons of frequencies u, and tit .

The eigenfunctions T and eigenvalues £ of the operator ^"L. are

obtained from the effective mass approximation in the form (Zawadzki 1973)

- I) (6)

where (*„ i s the periodic part of the Bloch function for the I band taken

at k_ = 0, and the envelope function takes the form

where H n is the Hermite polynomial, - m1
Is the magnetic radius and

eH/m c is the cyclotron frequency. The energy levels are

(S)

where £ , , ia the difference in energy between the extremum of the I band and

the top of the valence band. The cyclotron frequency <n " eH/m"o.
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2, Transition probability.
yroM second-order time-dependent perturbation theory one obtains the

following expression for the probability amplitude that, in crossed field,
^ electron a^ort. « . P^ton ^d »aXe3 indirect transitions fro» the init ial

valence band v at k = 0 to the final conduction band V at l> •

(9)

where the summation is over al l the intermediate states % . n and n' are

the corresponding Landau levels.

in the e a 3 e of TPA, u3ing third-order time-dependent perturbation

theory, we have

[

(10)

Substituting from C ) into (9) and performing the time integrations

for the transition • rate of a process in which a photon of frequency

„ is a ^ o r ^ w i t h the simultaneous absorption (-) or emission (•> of phonons

of frequency d ,'by an electron moving in crossed fields we obtain the following:

Ja „ I

(lla)

t is the Photon polarization and the aumation over the Landau quantum
n, includes also integrarion over k^ and Jtg, and

2
i s the refractive index,

and N is the photon density.

By substitution from (5) into (10) ve obtain for the TPO. case

x I £jtft/S(£c"
£vJWjj

(12a)

where

M z = ^ ^

(12b)

? is a permutation operator with respect to u^ and u y

where

(lib)
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3. Matrix elements

Since the envelope function F(r) i s * slowly varying funtion over the

unit ce l l , the electron-photon matrix elements which appear in the numerators

of Eqs.(ll) and (12) can be approximated by (Lax and Mavroides 19671

Elliott, McLean and Macfarlane 1968)
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X

(13)

Because of the orthogonality of Bloch functions of different bands, the f i rs t

term is non-zero only for transit ions betveen states in the same energy band

( i . e . intraband t ransi t ions) . The second term i s non-zero for transitions

between states in different energy bands ( i . e . interband t ransi t ions) . For

interband transitions the matrix element (13) reduces to

(is*)

The electron-phonon matrix element can be written in the form (Hassan
1976 b; 1976a)

(15a)

with

(15b)
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where 0 is the electron crystal potential, and 9 is 0 or 1 if the phonon

of wave vector 4 and polarization £_ is absorbed or emitted, respectively.

The phonon density n^ is

III. EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS

1. Band models

We adopt,for the case of OPA, a three-band model containing a valence

and intermediate band at k = 0, and a conduction band at k ' .

For the TPA process, a four-band model has been used with two in ter -

mediate bands at k = 0. The electronic transit ions s tar t from a certain

Landau level in the valence band to the corresponding Landau level in the

conduction band through the Landau levels in the intermediate bands. We

have considered only interband transitions which have the dominant contribution

to the transit ion probabil i t ies .

For simplicity ve have chosen parabolic and non-degenerate band

energies:

% 4

where 6 and £,„
6 ^>*i

and6 d £,„ and &..

respectively, and the inverse effective masses 1.

(16)

are the Indirect and f i rs t two direct gaps,



2 . Absorption coefficients

The OPA and TPA coefficients a(u) and a(aj ,ID?} are

and

(171

(18)

After performing the integration over the k_ space ve obtained for the

OPA process (see the appendix)

in,

where

and the step function 6 is

-9 -

A > 0

For the TPA coefficient {see the appendix)

X •+
(20)

where A+ in this case is

-f-

and

& -

Expressions (19) and (20) have the step function hehaviour. The

magnetic field has the dominant effect which 'breaks up into a series of

steps the absorption coefficients. The effect of temperatures T is to

split each step function into two different steps. The first one at lov

temperature corresponds to phonon emission, while the other at high

temperature corresponds to phonon absorption. The difference fcetveen the two

steps is twice the phonon energy. The effect of the electric field is to

decrease the indirect gap. The electric field has also the effect of

destroying the Landau selection rules due to the shift of the centre of

cyclotron motion.

IV. APPLICATION TO GaP AHD CONCLUSION

Peforming a numerical calculation of the OPA and TOA coefficients

in crossed electric and magnetic fields for the case of an indirect gap

send conductor, such as GaP, we have obtained the following results:



1) At E = 103 V/cm and H = 1O1 G (E/H = 10 V/cm a) the absorption

edge starts at 1.9 eV (for n - 0 and T > 100), i.e. the indirect energy gap

has been reduced by the amount of 0.32 eV.

2) As E/H decreases by reducing E, the absorption starts at higher

energy. At E ^ 10 V/cm, the effect of the electric field becomes negligible

where the absorption starts at the indirect gap of GaP, £ = 2.£2 eV at
0 g

77 K. As E - * 0 , ve recover the indirect magneto-absorption process
(Hassan 1976b; 19T6s).

3) As E/H increases by reducing H, the absorption edge rises more

slowly than the above case. As H < 1.25 X 10 G, the present theory is not

valid, and we have to take into account the Airy function behaviour of the

electro-absorption .at a relatively high electric field.

In conclusion, the present approach of the one^ and two-photon phonon-

assisted processes gives a complete description of the electronic transitions

in semiconductors in crossed electric and magnetic fields of various intensity

range. The results show that the process is of magnetic type for

E/H< (i.e. 2.1* * 10 V/anG for GaP) and of electric type for E/H >

The electric field decreases the separation between the Landau levels

because of the factor |- —

l "?l " the 5 function. Furthermore,

due to the term ~{n+

as n increases.

(Hot ) the absorption starts at lower energies

The one- and two-photon absorption coefficient have the same behaviour

as the function of the photon energies. They only differ in the order of

magntiudes.

The effect of temperatures is as follows. At T ^ 100°K there is

only phonon emission. At T > 100 K we have both phonon emission and absorption.

The difference in energy between these two states is 0.1 eV about twice the

energy of the tran.vserse optical phonon of GaP, "fin,TO
O.oltT (eV).

APPENDIX

For the OPA process, by substituting from E(js.(ll}, (13) and (15) and

(l6) into (17) we obtain

X

(A.l)

The integration over k gives the value (eH/flc)L . The k dependent term in

Eq.(A.I) occurs in the energy denominators and in the 6 function. But, since

the t function lias the dominant contribution to the absorption coefficient

we integrate with a good approximation over the 6 runction only,vhich gives

the term
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which can be integrated to give the result in Eq.(l9) in the text.

The integration in the numerator of expression (A.l) over the envelope

functions becomes
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

F3.K.1 Schematic representation of the 3-ban.d . model used in one-photon

phonon-assisted t ransi t ions. The tvo matrix elements are indicated

by arrows lfhich give one of the possible couplings between the

magnetic Landau levels in the valence, v, intermediate £ , and

conduction c bands.

FIR .2 Schematic representation of the It-band model used for the two-

photon phonon-assisted t ransi t ions. In this case ve have two

intermediate bands *, and I .

Fig.3 Absorption coefficient a {«)as a function of the photon energy

ttti for CaP a t E/H = 10

ahovn at T

quantum number.

V/cmG. The effect of temperature is

100°K, 300°K, 500°iC and 800°K. n is the magnetic

Fig.U Absorption coefficient B.(u1,iii2)aa a function of the photon

energy *(ii in the presence of a fixed laser photon = 1.17 eV

for GaP. The r a t i o E/H = 10" 3 V/cmG and T = 100, 300, 500, 800°K

and for the magnetic quantum number n = 0 and n = 1 .
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Fig 4

GaP E/H=1O
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